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Abstract 
 

Title: Managed Containers for Increased Cyber-Resilience 

Author: Xavier J. Merino Aguilera  

Advisor: Carlos E. Otero, Ph.D. 

 
Traditional defense mechanisms are no longer adequate in protecting critical 

infrastructure and mission critical systems. These systems require to be always-

on-always-connected. High availability and data integrity become crucial to deliver 

their mission. Unable to guarantee uncompromisable security and given that 

systems will inevitably be attacked, we must change our goals to guarantee 

mission survivability, the ability of the system to fight through the attack.  

Previous work has been done to increase availability and integrity using virtual 

machines. We move away from virtual machines towards Linux containers and 

implement resiliency strategies to guarantee stateful system recovery after an 

attack.  

The goal of this thesis is to improve resiliency technology to fight through cyber-

attacks. We show this through Flooid, our resiliency platform, designed to 

orchestrate and manage the container lifecycle while enforcing security and 

applying resilient techniques. Flooid allows to deploy an application, enforce its 

security, and return it to a secure state in case of a cyber-attack.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

The combination of social, mobile, information, and cloud forces is changing the 

digital landscape at an exponential rate [1]. The Internet of Things revolution is 

leading to more ambitious infrastructure projects like sensors for road traffic 

management, flood control, earthquake alerts, among others. Needless to say, 

areas such as healthcare, national security, and critical infrastructure [2] are also 

being affected by the always-on-always-connected model of today’s digital world 

[3]. Protecting these systems is a daunting task. Not only do these systems require 

uninterrupted availability but their integrity should not be compromised in order 

to correctly deliver their mission.  

The cyber-risk cannot be ruled out and the traditional layers of cyber security that 

have become mainstream are reactive at best [3]. Simply adding more security 

products or relying on IT to identify vulnerabilities in a system is not enough given 

the ever-increasing number of threats. The traditional defensive approach, 

although necessary, is not enough to guarantee mission delivery. We must assume 

that impenetrable security is unfeasible and we must focus on managing threats 
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to diminish their impact. The question that we must ask is: “can we guarantee 

mission assurance in spite of a cyber-attack?”  

Traditional security must be complemented with a cyber-resilient approach. 

Resiliency, in cyber, refers to the ability to deliver the intended outcome in spite 

of deliberate and unintentional faults. Achieving cyber-resilience is a complicated 

task, no silver bullet exists to prevent against all the known and yet-to-be-

discovered zero-day attacks [3]. Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) constitute a 

risk for an organization’s confidentiality and data integrity and may cause more 

costly damage than a simple malware infection. APTs targeting an organization’s 

availability have been documented especially in attempts of cyberwarfare [4]. 

Attackers, however, are no longer looking to only inflict immediate damage but 

seek to lurk in a system undetected for long-term access. Protecting against 

attacks that are designed to evade static defenses has become increasingly 

difficult, sometimes rendering an organization’s security strategy useless. For this 

reason, a combination of proactive and reactive measures is required when 

designing resilient systems.  

In this thesis, we intend to provide a cyber-resilient strategy for cloud applications 

using modern virtualization technologies, Linux containers. We focus on providing 

system availability and data integrity to the applications running in Linux 

Containers. 
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This thesis is structured as follows: 

• In Chapter 2, we provide background information on cyber-resilience and 

the anatomy of modern virtualization technologies, including Virtual 

Machine Monitors and Linux containers. We present a review of the most 

outstanding research that covers the area of service availability using both 

virtualization techniques.  

• In Chapter 3, we describe the enhancements and additional layers added 

to the generic Linux container that make our resiliency framework 

possible. We describe the blend of traditional security with container 

technology and how this enables increased resiliency. We also describe 

what is the state of an application as seen by the framework and how this 

enables to implement resiliency strategies. 

• In Chapter 4, we present an implementation of the enhancements 

mentioned above. We outline the contributions that Flooid brings for 

resiliency. 

• In Chapter 5, we quantify the effect on system availability that Flooid 

introduced. We compare these results against alternative well-known 

approaches.  

• In Chapter 6, we outline some future work and conclude this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 
 

The purpose of this work is to improve an application’s resiliency capabilities 

through modern virtualization techniques. In this section, we explore proactive 

and reactive cyber-resilient techniques that allow to design systems with 

resiliency in mind. We also survey modern virtualization technologies and how 

they have been used in the past to improve a system’s resilience. We focus on the 

technologies that allow us to secure and limit the attack surface of an application 

in a virtualized environment and how those technologies play a role in 

guaranteeing the continuity of service even in presence of a cyber-attack. 

Cyber-Resilience 
 
Protecting against cyber-attacks is becoming increasingly difficult due to the 

diverse type of vulnerabilities that traditional security mechanisms must be 

prepared for. It only takes one exploit to compromise a system. Resilience is an 

attempt to rebalance the scale and outmaneuver attackers by designing systems 

that fight through attacks [5].  
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In this section, we present proactive and reactive techniques that aid in providing 

resilience.   

 

Proactive Techniques 

Proactive resilient techniques are set up before an attack takes place, usually 

leveraging architectural decisions that improve diversity and uncertainty. Several 

techniques have been discussed in [6].  

• Segmentation, Isolation, and Containment: Limits the attack surface by 

isolating system components. When an attack takes place, the damage is 

contained to the attacked component and does not spread allowing for 

quicker recovery. 

• Diversity and randomness: Introduces uncertainty to the attacker’s plan 

by randomizing components in the system’s architecture. These 

components are usually layers of software and hardware that can vary 

thanks to the application’s ability to reuse abstractions at, for instance, the 

operating system level. Okhravi et al. proposes dynamicity in five 

computing areas of what he calls the cyber moving target [7] [8].  

o Dynamic data techniques: Techniques that attempt to randomize 

the representation of data do so by changing the format, syntax, or 

encoding of the data. The focus is to detect attempts to infiltrate 

data in an invalid format and to render exfiltration useless by 

returning data in an unrecognizable format. 
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o Dynamic software techniques: Techniques that attempt to 

randomize software focus on substituting instruction sequences 

for other equivalent set of instructions without sacrificing the 

application’s output. These techniques are not widely popular since 

the source code might be needed for such transformations and the 

resulting binaries might not be as optimized.  

o Dynamic runtime environment techniques: Techniques that 

attempt to introduce diversity in the runtime environment focus on 

address space randomization (ASR) and instruction set 

randomization (ISR). Address space layout randomization (ASLR) 

techniques intend to randomize the application’s virtual memory at 

runtime by changing the base address of the stack, heap, and 

shared libraries. Other techniques shuffle frames inside the stack 

to prevent the attacker from using a fixed memory address in an 

attempt to inject code or perform, for instance, a return-to-libc 

attack. Further development of ASLR has led to the randomization 

of kernel code in memory when the system boots and it is named 

KASLR. Instruction set randomization techniques are not as popular 

since they introduce significant overhead. They intend to obfuscate 

the code by encrypting instructions and decrypting at runtime. 
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Figure 1 - Address Space Layout Randomization 

o Dynamic platform techniques: Techniques that attempt to 

randomize platforms are usually related to changes in operating 

systems, processor architecture, communication links, among 

other low-level factors. These techniques aim to vary system 

properties by moving running applications from one environment 

to another to increase diversity and reduce an attack’s persistence.  

o Dynamic network techniques: Techniques that attempt to 

randomize network characteristics in order to increase the 

difficulty of a successful attack. Commonly modified properties are 

IP addresses, ports, protocols, and network topology. Although the 

focus of these techniques is to hinder an attacker’s reconnaissance, 
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they can be used to stop an attack by invalidating previous research 

on the system’s attack surface. Dynamic network techniques that 

introduce randomization into well-known, widely used, protocols 

might break an application’s compatibility and as such must be used 

with caution. 

• Moving target and distributedness: Moving target in this section refers 

to the physical location of the system. If the system is constantly moving, 

then the attacker must be able to predict the future location in order to 

attack the system. Virtualization and cloud computing makes this feasible.  

• Non-persistence: This technique refers to the availability of the system. If 

the system is not necessary or continuous access is not mandatory then the 

system can be taken offline to spoil the attacker’s reconnaissance efforts. 

Software rejuvenation is a consequence of non-persistence since the 

ability to resume a system’s operation from a known good checkpoint will 

return the system to a stable state [9] [10] [11]. 

• Data, system integrity, and availability: System integrity is crucial for 

resiliency. A compromised system that is able to migrate to other 

locations, or isolate itself to avoid detection is not a desirable outcome. 

Trusted platform modules, byzantine fault-tolerant mechanisms, digital 

signatures, and checksums allow monitoring the integrity of a system.  
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Reactive Techniques 

Reactive resilient techniques are triggered in response to a cyber-attack [6]. 

Reactive techniques are not to be confused with standard security tools. The 

traditional tools are paramount for the system’s situational awareness due to 

their reporting capabilities. Reactive techniques analyze the reports and choose a 

plan of action accordingly.  

• Dynamic reconfiguration: This technique reconfigures the system’s 

resources to face the current threat. This might mean allocating additional 

computing resources until another more sustainable option is available or 

service degradation in favor of a failover plan or a more trusted, less 

functional, state. 

• Deception: This technique attempts to frustrate the reconnaissance 

information gathered and exploited by the attacker by cluttering a system 

with fake components and data. Other mechanisms such as code 

obfuscation, polymorphic code, honeypots, and proprietary protocols are 

used to introduce uncertainty in the attacker’s plan.  

• Dynamic reconstitution: This technique attempts to recognize when an 

attack has gone too far to recover. If the attack has gone too far, shutting 

down services and bringing them back online is a better approach than 

operating in a degraded environment. This might be advisable over 

reconfiguration in some scenarios and its worth discussing it to minimize 

system downtime.  
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• Dynamic composition: This technique attempts to create alternative 

systems that achieve the same outcome by dynamically combining 

components. It introduces diversity and increases resiliency by reducing 

the effectiveness of the attacker’s reconnaissance.  

• Alternative operations: This technique attempts to transfer a system’s 

responsibility to other systems in order to guarantee mission assurance 

and continuity even under attack. This swaps the attack surface and is 

disruptive to the attacker’s plans.  
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Virtualization Technologies 
 

Virtualization refers to the creation of virtual, rather than physical, 

resources. These resources can imitate computer hardware and allow for a 

more agile and flexible use of the given physical resources. The use of 

virtual technologies has allowed addressing problems in computer security, 

performance, and administration. Virtualization has become widespread 

and it is still continuing to expand. As of 2016, 80% of workloads run in 

virtualized platforms [12]. The quick adoption of virtualization technology 

can be pinned down to the significant cost advantages that it provides to 

an organization. Cost aside, traditional virtualization has allowed reduction 

in application downtime and troubleshooting with the possibility of scaling 

resources in a faster and more efficient way. Nowadays, cloud computing 

makes heavy use of virtualization and adopting a virtualized environment 

allows quicker deployments [12].  

 

Virtualization started in the 1960s as a way of allowing mainframes to run 

several applications simultaneously [13]. Building a mainframe per 

application was cost prohibitive and the need for a technology that could 

repurpose the hardware was born. Since then the concept of virtualization 

has expanded and virtualization itself has been classified in types. 
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Hypervisors 
 

A hypervisor is an indirection layer that enables virtualization [13]. It allows 

supervising the host and guest virtual machines while allocating resources 

for their proper operation. Multiplexing hardware for several purposes can 

be taxing and hypervisors are very low-level pieces of software that must 

perform fast interception and redirection of system calls in a process called 

binary translation [14]. Hypervisors can be classified as bare-metal (Type 1) 

or hosted hypervisors (Type 2). 

 

• Type 1 – Bare-Metal hypervisor: In this approach, the hypervisor is installed 

directly on the server without the need of a host operating system. The term 

bare metal refers to the lack of software intervening between the metal and 

the hypervisor [14]. This type of hypervisor is responsible of allocating 

resources to each guest virtual machine. Common challenges with this 

approach are the lack of hypervisor drivers. This means that a server must be 

pre-approved to run a Type 1 hypervisor in order for your guest operating 

systems to be able to make use of the underlying hardware. Popular Type 1 

hypervisors are VMWare ESX and ESXi, Microsoft’s Hyper-V, Xen, among 

others.  
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Figure 2 - Type 1 Hypervisor 

 
• Type 2 – Hosted Hypervisor: In this approach, the hypervisor is installed on 

top of an operating system. Because of this it presents additional overhead 

when compared to a Type 1 hypervisor. These are commonly found on lightly-

loaded servers where performance is not critical. Although performance may 

take a hit, driver issues are less common because the hypervisor will leverage 

the underlying operating system’s drivers to communicate with the hardware. 

Popular Type 2 hypervisors are VMWare Fusion and Workstation, Oracle’s 

Virtual Box, Parallels Desktop, among others.  

 

 

Figure 3 - Type 2 Hypervisor 
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Containers 
 
 
Operating system virtualization, or container technology, relies on the 

installed operating system. Unlike hypervisors, it does not involve the 

installation and management of traditional virtual machines. Instead it 

provides a set of libraries and function calls that applications can use while 

giving the application the illusion that it is running on its own dedicated 

hardware [14]. From the application’s point of view, it can only see or 

interact with what’s running inside its environment. The moniker container 

stems from the fact that each application is contained within its own virtual 

operating system. Operating system virtualization is quite efficient since it 

imposes little overhead on the host system and each container is treated 

as a running process.  

 

In the end, the goal is to trick a process into thinking it is running in an 

environment that has its own file system, process table, users, network 

configuration, and libraries. In other words, each container looks like a 

separate instance of an OS for the containerized process. Linux kernel 

features that allow process isolation are responsible for the core of 

container technology.  
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Figure 4 - Operating System Virtualization (Containers) 

 

The most simplistic containers are made up of a combination of 

namespaces and control groups attached to a running process. We say 

that namespaces and control groups are core to the anatomy of a 

container. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Anatomy of a Container 
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Namespaces 
 

Namespaces are abstraction layers that make the processes within them 

think that they have their own instance of a specific global resource [15]. 

Over the years the Linux kernel has been growing to include more 

namespaces with the intent to support virtualization [16]. Other global 

resources such as time and the system logger have been considered for 

future namespaces.  

 

• UTS namespace: Introduced to give processes different nodename and 

domainname identifiers than the global ones returned by the uname() 

system call [15]. This is useful to allow processes to think they are part of 

a different hostname.  

 

• User namespace: Introduced to isolate the global user and group ID 

namespace. A process’s user and group ID is mapped to the global space 

with unprivileged access while retaining root privileges inside the user 

namespace [17]. 

 

• IPC namespace: Introduced to isolate inter-process communication via 

virtualization of the System V IPC objects and POSIX message queues [15]. 

Allows processes within the namespace to have their own message queues 

and shared memory instead of relying on the global resources.  
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• Mount namespace: Introduced to give processes a different view of the 

filesystem hierarchy [18]. Allowed mimicking a chroot jail with the added 

benefit of flexibility and tighter security. In the figure below, the entire 

contents of the solid-state drive (SSD) are exposed to the processes in the 

global mount namespace. Only a section of the SSD is exposed to the child 

mount namespace. This child namespace has a filesystem hierarchy of its 

own.  

 

 
Figure 6 - Mount Namespace 
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• PID namespace: Introduced to isolate processes from others that do not 

belong to the same process ID namespace. In other words, processes 

within a PID namespace can only see processes in the same namespace 

[19]. In Figure 7, we can observe processes in the global PID namespace. 

Processes are given a number that corresponds to their process ID. The 

processes in the child PID namespace are assigned two process IDs. In the 

figure, the first number corresponds to their PID according to the global 

PID namespace. The number in parenthesis corresponds to the PID in the 

child namespace. A PID namespace dies after the init process (process 

with PID 1) is killed.  

 

 

Figure 7 - PID Namespace 
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• Network namespace: Introduced to isolate the global network stack. Each 

network namespace has its own network devices, IP addresses, routing 

tables, and ports. In practice, network namespaces can be used to bridge 

network interfaces and establish communication links among 

containerized processes [15].  

 

 
Figure 8 - Network namespace 

 

Control Groups 
 

The control groups framework allows to group processes and set a quota 

for the consumption of system resources. This allows metering, limiting, 

and prioritizing resource usage of a collection of processes [20]. In other 

words, control groups (cgroups) enable fine-grained control over the 
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system’s resources in a hierarchical fashion where child groups inherit 

attributes from parents cgroups. The resources are referred to as 

subsystems [20].  

 

• Memory subsystem: This subsystem sets soft and hard limits on physical 

memory used by a group [21]. The soft limits influence the operating 

system’s memory reclaim mechanisms while the hard limits trigger the 

Out-Of-Memory (OOM) killer. 

 

• cpu subsystem: This subsystem keeps track of used CPU time and allows 

setting weights for the operating system scheduler to consider [22].  

 

• cpuset subsystem: This subsystem allows pinning a group of processes to 

specific cores in a CPU [23].  

 

• cpuacct subsystem: This subsystem enables accountability of CPU 

resources used by processes in a group [24].  

 

• blkio subsystem: This subsystem keeps track of input/output access per 

block device for a group and allows setting limits [25]. Examples of block 

devices are hard drives, USB cameras, among others whose data is sent per 

blocks instead of per byte [26].  
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• Devices subsystem: This subsystem allows or denies access to a specific 

device. It controls whether a group can read, write, and create new devices 

[27]. Using this subsystem, we can allow access to nested virtualization 

through Kernel-based Virtual Machines (KVM), graphics hardware 

acceleration through the Direct Rendering Infrastructure (DRI), 

filesystems in userspace (FUSE), among others. 

 

• Freezer subsystem: This subsystem allows starting, suspending, 

resuming, and stopping processes in a group. It is necessary to checkpoint 

groups since the tasks must be in a quiescent state before any checkpoint 

engine can gather information from the proc pseudo-filesystem [28]. It 

provides a more robust way to stop and resume processes than the 

classical SIGTOP and SIGCONT signals. This is because although processes 

respond to signals, some of these can be caught and the process can 

choose how to respond to them. When using the freezer subsystem, the 

stop and resume cycle becomes invisible to the processes in the group 

allowing the desired action to take place.  

 

• Net_cls subsystem: This subsystem allows classifying network packets by 

tagging them with a class identifier [29]. The traffic controller is then able 

to identify which packets originated from a particular group and perform 

action on such packets such as attaching iptables rules.  

 

• Net_prio subsystem: This subsystem allows to dynamically set the priority 

of a group’s egress network traffic per network interface [30].  
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Hypervisor-based Resilience 
 

Achieving resiliency through virtualization is not a new concept and it has been 

explored using virtual machine monitors. Most efforts have focused on achieving 

high availability in the presence of hardware and software induced faults.  Others 

have added increased integrity by the use of techniques such as software 

rejuvenation and replication.  

 

Bressoud and Schneider proposed protocols for augmenting the functionality of 

a hypervisor in the early 90s. The result of his approach led to a fault-tolerant 

system that consisted of independent but coordinated replicas [31]. The replicas 

would execute the same instructions independently and therefore produce the 

same outcome. This approach is called lock-stepping. This was achieved with no 

modification to the guest operating system or the application itself. The 

coordination protocols implement a t-fault-tolerant virtual machine. This assumes 

that there would be a primary replica and t backups. This replication strategy, 

although successful, introduced significant overhead in I/O intensive applications 

leading to a sacrifice in performance of about a factor of two when compared to 

a bare HP’s PA-RISC machine. Disregarding the performance limitation, we are left 

with a system capable of tolerating t-1 faults at most [32]. Exceeding this number 

of faults compromises the system’s safety. Most fault-tolerant protocols, whether 

synchronous or asynchronous operate under this assumption.  
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Further work by Bressoud introduced a middleware layer between the application 

and the operating system. The purpose of this layer is to intercept system calls 

and provide transparent replication for all the nodes [33]. The idea behind this 

model is that all replicas begin in the same state and actions are performed in the 

same order so that the outputs are the same. One of the replicas is responsible 

for publishing the correct output to the computational environment and in case 

of a failure, the computation must not be affected. This model works under the 

assumption that there is a communication channel between the processors and 

the communication happens first-in-first-out (FIFO).   

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Bressoud's Middleware Methodology 

 

Cully et al. proposed a highly available system able to survive hardware failures 

without the need to re-engineer the software while maintaining active network 
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Essentially, the authors are able to make a copy of a virtual machine and 

propagate the state asynchronously to the backups. They propagate the state as 

often as every 25ms and try to reduce overhead by executing instructions 

speculatively on the backup virtual machines until the primary virtual machine has 

committed its changes. This is an improvement over the lock-step mechanism 

which replays the instruction executed in the primary virtual machine in the 

backup nodes. This speculation allows to reduce the runtime overhead 

experienced by the methodology proposed by Bressoud [31]. 

 

Tamura et al. proposed a cluster of synchronized virtual machines designed to 

tackle faults without modification to the application or the hardware it is running 

on. Their proposed framework, Kemari [35], synchronizes the state of the primary 

virtual machine with those backups in other hardware, detects hardware failures, 

and transitions to a backup virtual machine in case of a fault. Kemari does not 

make use of lock-stepping mechanisms, instead it relies on frequent buffered 

checkpoints that are transmitted when an event (such as disk transactions) occurs. 

In order to checkpoint the virtual machine, the hypervisor must pause the instance 

as it collects changes. Once the changes are collected they are transferred, 

asynchronously, to the backup virtual machines and the primary virtual machine 

resumes execution. When a hardware failure is detected Kemari switches to the 

secondary virtual machine. Network connections relying on TCP will continue to 

work even after the switch. UDP applications will need to manage their own 

network status.  
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As discussed in some of the proposed methodology above, modern hypervisors 

allow replicating snapshots of a virtual machine at frequent intervals. These 

replicas are fully functioning backups. Hypervisors that automatically synchronize 

the state of the virtual machines do so by keeping track of the dirty memory pages 

in the primary virtual machine. When the primary virtual machine fails, a backup 

can take over. This is an improvement over the old lock-step and coordination 

protocols. This approach remains transparent in the sense that no changes to the 

guest operating system or application are needed. Zhu et al. attempted to 

quantify the overhead of this approach and discovered a 200% degradation in 

performance in data center workloads when using synchronous fail-tolerance 

mechanisms with Xen. When the researchers surveyed asynchronous mechanisms, 

they experienced a 103% degradation over native virtual machine performance. 

Examples of these asynchronous mechanisms were discussed before when 

describing the approaches taken in Remus and Kemari. Like Bressoud, I/O was one 

of the most significant overhead sources. Zhu et al. introduced changes to the 

mechanism that keeps track of the dirty pages to improve spatial locality and 

reduce page faults [36]. Their fault-tolerant system’s performance improved to 

60% of that of the native virtual machine.  

 

In contrast to the reactive fault-tolerant methodologies discussed above, 

Nagarajan et al. proposed a framework that analyzes the health of a node and 

anticipates failures based on deteriorating node health [37]. When a node is 

deemed unhealthy enough to continue its work, its state is live migrated to 

another healthy node that can pick up the task where its previous host left off. In 
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their study, the authors attributed most failures to hardware and storage errors. 

This was corroborated by Los Alamos National Laboratory where upon inspection 

it was discovered that in their clusters 50% of the failures were due to hardware 

and another 20% due to software [38]. In order to quantify the health of a system 

they relied on standardized messages retrieved by OpenIPMI from the baseboard 

management controller in the servers. The researchers used Ganglia, a monitoring 

system for clusters, to determine which node was more suitable to host a virtual 

machine that needed to be migrated. Once the appropriate node is selected, the 

primary virtual machine memory pages are transferred and the backup virtual 

machine takes over. The minimal overhead time was approximately 13 seconds on 

a virtual machine with 1 GB of RAM when not executing any application. The total 

migration time is dependent on the application load. 

 

An alternative approach to introduce resiliency in hypervisors was proposed by Jin 

et al. In their methodology, they modified the original Xen hypervisor to be 

resilient against hardware faults. Their basic premise was to create resilient 

systems out of unreliable hardware by passing the errors to software. They 

perform this by designating relaxed cores to run an instance of an OS [39]. They 

intentionally corrupt memory, introduce faulty opcodes, and modify hypervisor 

registers in order to introduce hardware faults. Since the hypervisor is shared 

among all OS instances, a hardware fault affecting the hypervisor will affect all 

virtual machines.  
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Figure 10 - FTXen Proposed Methodology 

 

The goal of this methodology was not to recover virtual machines affected 

by hardware faults, but instead, to minimize the effect that one hardware 

fault would have in the other virtual machines’ availability. Their proposed 

solution, FTXen, adds minimal overhead and can survive all injected 

hardware faults.  

 

Other resiliency efforts with hypervisors have focused on intrusion 

detection. Intrusion detection software (IDS) should be able to detect 

security violations from external threats and privilege abuse from users or 

insiders [40]. Garfinkel et al. discuss the susceptibility of an IDS embedded 

within a guest operating system and propose reducing the exposure to 

attack by moving the IDS outside the guest operating system. Because the 

guest operating systems are hosted through a hypervisor their visibility 

gets reduced and a traditional IDS would not be able to inspect them. 

Virtual machine introspection is the proposed methodology to increase 

VMM visibility and expose operating system structures to allow IDS policies 
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to be enforced [41]. Livewire is an example of a virtual machine 

introspection IDS and it resulted in minimal to no overhead to the guest 

virtual machines. 

 

Container-based Resilience 
 

As seen in previous sections, hypervisors allow running virtual machines in 

their own isolated environment. Hypervisors often provide security 

mechanisms similar to those provided physical machines. Linux containers 

allow further optimizing resource utilization but lack the isolation that 

hypervisors provide. Several techniques and features of the Linux kernel 

allow securing containers and adding resiliency techniques.  

Lee and Kang designed an emergency live migration platform, Poster, for 

Linux containers in order to tolerate hardware failures [42]. When the 

embedded device senses some fault it searches for a backup device and 

migrates the mission-related application to continue the mission. The 

researchers made use of push notifications to send instructions to the 

devices.  

 

Abed et. al implemented intrusion detection in Linux containers using a bag 

of system calls approach to determine anomalous behavior [43]. The 

proposed methodology has been tested in virtual machines in the past and 
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when applied to Linux containers it does not require changes to the 

containerized application. Researchers made use of a background process 

that monitors system calls made by Docker containers using strace. In their 

testing, they relied on the official mysql Docker image and a SQL injection 

tool that would attempt to disrupt the service and perform data 

exfiltration. Malicious system calls lead to an average of 695 mismatches 

when compared to the normal application behavior profile.  

 

Azab et al. designed a framework to avoid attacks and failures using Linux 

containers. Their framework, ESCAPE [44], is made up of a behavior 

monitoring module, the checkpoint and restore module, and the live 

migration module. The goal is to monitor a Linux container using an 

intrusion detection system with a bag of system calls approach in order to 

detect anomalies. The authors reused the work presented by Abed et al 

[43]. Once an attack has been identified, the system can invoke the restore 

process or the migration process as it sees fit. The Checkpoint and restore 

module makes use of CRIU to dump the container memory in a set of files 

that can be shared. The checkpoint process allows the container to be 

restored to any previous state. The live migration module specifically 

addresses stateless applications that would benefit from diversity by 

moving its operations to a different host. The purpose of this system was 

to avoid persistent attacks and ensure the application’s survival. 
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Winarmo et al. implemented a self-repairing network (SRN) using Linux 

containers [45] and compared their implementation to their previous work 

with hypervisors. In their experiments, they spawned five instances of Linux 

containers using a Debian image, a webserver, and Tripwire. Once Tripwire 

reported undesirable changes the system is able to copy the state from one 

container to another to perform node repair. The container approach is 

approximately ten times faster than the hypervisor approached they 

previously studied with less memory overhead.  

 

Okhravi et al. implemented a framework for live-migration that employs 

cyber moving target techniques to increase diversity and reduce the attack 

surface of the application. Their framework, TALENT [46], makes use of 

Linux containers and checkpoints to create a heterogeneous view of the 

application state that can be reused in different platforms regardless of 

the underlying hardware or operating system. They accomplish this by 

modifying the source code of the containerized application to include 

instructions of what memory portions need to be included in the 

checkpoint. Their approach, a portable checkpoint compilation, was 

developed for systems that use the C programming language. Their 

migration process moves the process environment (application state, 

filesystem synchronization, and network connections) and the 

corresponding compiled binary for the target architecture. In their testing, 
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filesystem synchronization took 98.7% of the total migration time. The 

authors optimized the synchronization process and saw significant 

improvement in migration time. The purpose of this system is to provide 

high availability using heterogeneous platforms.  

Li et al. presented an approach to ensure high availability of a service using 

Linux containers [47]. Their approach consists of constantly checkpointing 

the state of a container using CRIU while monitoring the state of the 

containers for possible failures. In the case of a fault, the containers can 

automatically restart from the last checkpoint on a healthy node. The state 

of the containers is compressed and stored in a distributed storage node. 

When restarting an application, an effort is made to ensure that it is 

restarted on the same node. If not possible, another node will be used. The 

application itself is unaware of the process and requires no modification to 

its source code. In their testing, containers imposed a 3% overhead to the 

application. The constant checkpointing of an application introduces an 

overhead that the researchers attempted to minimize by running the 

checkpoint process once every 30 seconds. When discussing the overhead 

introduced by the checkpoint process they recognized three main aspects: 

efficiency of the checkpoint procedure, the time interval of the 

checkpoints, and the size of the container.  
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Benameur et al. presented an extension to the MEERKATS project named 

DREME [48]. This framework deals with replication, resource monitoring, 

and diversification and it is built on top of OpenVZ. Replicas synchronize 

their state to provide failure resilience. Resource monitoring ensures that 

attacks such as DoS cannot exhaust the host’s resources. DREME’s 

diversification strategy includes observing the stack and heap for 

overflows, instruction set randomization, among others. Performance 

decrease of up to 27% was experienced due to the replica’s I/O redirector.  

 

Bergheaud et al. implemented a replication solution that makes use of 

early Linux containers to replay the execution of applications [49]. The 

purpose of this strategy is to provide fault tolerance without redundant 

hardware since containers are able to improve the overall utilization of a 

host’s resources due to their low virtualization overhead. The state of the 

application consists with the state of the application’s resources (memory, 

network sockets, among others). Most of the state can be replicated by 

intercepting system calls. Networking proves more challenging due to 

client-server behavior. Replication in the Record and Replay project is aided 

by the use of hardware counters in modern processors, especially those on 

the Intel and PowerPC architectures.  
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Chapter 3 

Resiliency Framework 
 

In this chapter, we outline a framework for cyber-resilience. The framework 

consists of components at the host operating system and at the container level 

that increase auditability and security of containers. The goal of this framework is 

to be able to deploy an application, enforce its security, and return it to a secure 

state in the case of a cyber-attack.  

We will describe the security downside of container technology and expand upon 

the anatomy of a generic container to increase its robustness against attacks. We 

add functional layers to the container model to enhance auditability that will be 

used by an orchestration software to trigger proactive and reactive actions. 

We will describe the mechanism that we propose to synchronize the state of a 

container when it is needed to return a container to a previous secure state. 

Container Vulnerabilities 

Generic containers make use of kernel features such as namespaces and control 

groups in order to provide some degree of process isolation. Being a process, the 

host machine is able to oversee the status of the container at all times. This comes 
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at a price; a compromised container might be able to see some of the innards of 

the host. Containers were not created with security in mind and researchers have 

identified the following major sources of vulnerabilities [50].  

• New Code: Introducing new code might add new bugs. This is usually an 

unintended consequence but it becomes more troublesome when new 

code is introduced in sensitive areas.  

• Inner-Container Attack: This refers to attack to the containerized 

software itself. This results from using out of date software, exposing the 

container to untrusted networks, lack of application security, and a weak 

default configuration of namespaces.  

• Cross-Container Attack: Cross-container attacks refer to attacks between 

containers on the same host. Without the use of namespaces, containers 

can compete for resources and usually results in Denial-of-Service attacks. 

• Container Escaping: Escaping from the guest container into the host is 

one of the worst scenarios for security. This situation gets worse when the 

lack of namespaces allows a user to be mapped to root in the host. Failing 

to limit the process privileges through capabilities also worsens an escape. 

Another source of issues is the lack of proper mount options to the /proc 

pseudo-filesystem. A container should only have read-access to this 

directory to avoid modifying kernel variables, loading modules, kernel 

panics, system reboots, among others. A privileged process that escapes a 

container can simply do as it pleases with the host. 
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• Resource Consumption: Attacks that focus on consuming resources at an 

unsustainable pace result in container resource starvation. These attacks 

are usually used to disrupt the system’s availability. Fork bombs or 

infinitely replicating programs can quickly consume CPU and memory. 

Additionally, not limiting a container access to special devices may expose 

them to specialized hardware resources.  

Anatomy of a Managed Container 

At the heart of a container is an application with some degree of isolation 

provided by namespaces and control groups. Namespaces limit what the process 

sees by providing the application with its own view of the system. Since a process 

cannot make use of what it cannot see we need to limit the use of what it can see 

to be fair to other processes, or containers, in the host machine. Control groups 

allow metering and limiting the use of the available resources.  

We coin the term “managed containers” to represent Linux containers whose 

lifecycle, security, and resilience are managed by the host. This is possible through 

the enhancements added to a generic container. These changes include additional 

kernel features that secure and allow reporting on events that happen within the 

container.  
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Figure 11 - Anatomy of a Managed Container 

 

The figure shown above depicts the conceptual anatomy of a managed container. 

In essence, it is an application isolated by namespaces and control groups. To this 

isolation level, we have added Mandatory Access Control (MAC), a fine-grained 

control of Linux capabilities, and intrusion detection systems (IDS). 

 

In this section, we will describe the role of each added layer in promoting security 

and resiliency to the container. 
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Mandatory Access Control 
 

In most operating systems, the owner of a resource has permission to read, write, 

execute, and make changes to the specific object [51]. It may also be able to 

extend these privileges to other users per its discretion. Under this approach, 

called Discretionary Access Control (DAC), resources are hard to secure since 

privileges follow ownership instead of being explicitly granted. A system that 

relies only on DAC might be compromised due to misuse or lack of configuration. 

In the case of an exploit, a compromised application inherits the access control of 

the owner. Such a program will be able to enjoy the privileges of the owner and 

abuse the access if it desires.  

 

An alternative, Mandatory Access Control (MAC), is a model in which the operating 

system explicitly grants permissions and cannot be circumvented by users. A 

process might request access to some object (file, ports, directories, shared 

memory, devices, etc.) which is granted or denied according to the rules enforced 

by the operating system kernel. MAC is an implementation of the principle of least 

privilege by giving an application enough privileges to only perform its intended 

task. 

 

Linux supports MAC implementations via its Linux Security Module (LSM). The 

most popular MAC implementations in Linux are AppArmor and SELinux. System 

administrators are able to use any or both implementations to constrain container 

access to a small pre-approved subset of objects. This security feature allows 

protecting both the host and the container. A container restrained by MAC 
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policies cannot access private resources in the host. It also protects other 

containers from resource deprivation from another container. 

 

Linux Capabilities 
 

In UNIX-based systems privileges are assigned to users. The root user (UID 0) is 

not bound by DAC or MAC rules and can perform all privileged actions [52]. 

Unprivileged users require some degree of privileges to do simple tasks like 

changing their account password, install software, among others. For this reason, 

some binaries have the setuid bit set in order to execute with privileges the of the 

owner. The passwd application is an example of a binary with the setuid binary set. 

Assuming that a user with UID 1000 executes the passwd binary (owned by root), 

it will be able to change its own password because the effective UID for this binary 

is that of 0.  

 

The example presented above demonstrates the shortcomings of the privilege 

assignment. The passwd binary needed enough privileges to access and modify the 

/etc/shadow file in order to change the user’s password and instead it got full 

privileges. Attackers are able to exploit these setuid binaries in order to obtain 

full privileges from an unprivileged user.  

 

An alternative approach is to break the powers of root into small chunks that are 

able to be assigned in a per-needed basis to an application. These small chunks are 

referred to capabilities. Using this model, we allow processes, not users, to wield 

privileges.  
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Containerized applications usually run as root in their own environment. Breaking 

out of the container with an UID of 0 grants the application privileges in the host 

system. Although user namespaces allow mapping a container’s root user to a 

non-root user in the host, this feature has not been widely adopted by default [53] 

and thus adding/removing capabilities ensures fine-grained control over what 

privileges an application enjoys and prevents malicious takeover of the host even 

when privilege escalation has occurred in a container. 

 

Intrusion Detection Systems 
 

Intrusion Detection Systems monitor resources for suspicious activity. Policy 

violations or malicious use of resources get reported and trigger actions in the 

system. Modern IDS make use of signatures and machine learning to detect 

malicious activity. Signature-based detection focuses on known attack patterns in 

network activity or instruction sequences. Anomaly-based detection makes use of 

machine learning to attempt detection of unknown attacks. This approach 

attempts to profile normal behavior and triggers reports when actions fall outside 

the bounds of what is considered legitimate. In an attempt to protect the host and 

its containers we have outlined the use of network and host intrusion detection 

systems.  

 
Host Intrusion Detection System 
 
 
A host intrusion detection system monitors the state of a system. The host IDS 

performs log analysis to aggregate information from third-party tools. It also 
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performs integrity checking on a system-wide scale by calculating checksums of 

system files and other user-defined directories. Rootkit detection is possible with 

some host IDS software.  

 

These systems are useful to guarantee the integrity of the container’s root 

filesystem and application files that are necessary to successfully carry out the 

intended mission. Any deviation from the norm will alert the system and trigger 

an action. It is worth noting that one host IDS is enough to monitor several 

containers. 

 

Network Intrusion Detection System 
 
 
A network intrusion detection system monitors the network interfaces in a 

system. The network IDS works in conjunction with the firewall to detect common 

network threats and update rules in order to prevent future attacks by dropping 

malicious packets.  

 

These systems are useful to safeguard the containers from malicious attacks that 

attempt to perform denial-of-service attacks or sequester the container’s 

network interface. 
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Resiliency Strategy 

In order to guarantee resiliency, we propose the creation of a software designed 

to orchestrate the container lifecycle and manage the host environment. We refer 

to this software as the orchestrator.  Our strategy consists of analyzing the 

application to be deployed, enforcing its security, and returning it to a secure 

state in case of a compromise.  

The orchestrator provisions each host that it manages with the required 

dependencies and container images. This ensures that all hosts are ready to take 

over the mission in case of a cyber-threat.  

 

 

Figure 12 - Orchestrator synchronizing images across hosts 

 
 

The orchestrator is responsible for analyzing the application to be deployed. For 

each image in the host, it provides a detailed analysis of vulnerabilities. The 

vulnerabilities are categorized in priorities and are linked to the Common 
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Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) database. A vulnerability report example is 

provided below. 

 

# CVE-2014-8176 

Priority:   High 

Link:       https://security-tracker.debian.org/tracker/CVE-2014-8176 

Description:  

The dtls1_clear_queues function in ssl/d1_lib.c in OpenSSL before 0.9.8za, 1.0.0 

before 1.0.0m, and 1.0.1 before 1.0.1h frees data structures without considering 

that application data can arrive between a ChangeCipherSpec message and a Finish

ed message, which allows remote DTLS peers to cause a denial of service (memory 

corruption and application crash) or possibly have unspecified other impact via 

unexpected application data. 

 

Once the operator decides to go through with the application deployment we 

enter the security enforcement phase. In this phase, the layers of the managed 

container provide security and auditability in order to remain functional and 

protect the integrity of the data. We say that the orchestrator feeds from the 

layers of the managed container to gain insight of what activities are taking place 

in a container and trigger actions in response. From the IDS, the orchestrator can 

obtain information about data and system files integrity. The capabilities allow 

the orchestrator to get some insight on what kind of application is being 

contained and what privileges it must enjoy. The Mandatory Access Control layer 

restricts access to objects in the host. The orchestrator needs to know what 

operations are allowed in case it needs to re-spawn the container in another host 

with the same level of protection.  
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Figure 13 - Orchestrator feeds from the layers of a managed container 

 

If the system gets compromised we now enter the stateful secure return phase. 

We define secure as enjoying the established, original, protection while 

guaranteeing the integrity of the original system. This is, we assume that 

applications were deployed in a secure fashion. Returning to this secure state is a 

matter of introducing some diversity to the application by migrating it with the 

security mechanisms that were deemed appropriate for the application’s mission 

into another host or another container instance in the same host.  

 

We will now define what is considered as the state of the application.  
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State Collection 

In order to perform a stateful secure return we need to collect well-known states 

of the compromised application that we can fall back to. For stateless 

applications, there is no overhead in bringing a service back up. It is trivial to just 

spawn a container in a different host. Stateful applications present a challenge. 

These applications cannot be brought back up without regarding memory 

contents, files used, network state, and its environment (namespace, cgroups, 

capabilities, and access control). We dump this information into a set of files.  

 

Figure 14 – Application State Dump 

 

The dump that we generate is an aggregation of the memory state, instructions 

to replicate special files in the other host, and the files that are needed once the 

container is restarted. This collection allows us to implement three resiliency 

strategies: container live migration, cloning, and rollback.  
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Live Migration 
 

Container live migration consists of transferring the current state of the 

application to another host or another container instance in the same host. We 

represent live migration graphically below.  

 

 

Figure 15 - Step 1. Live Migration 

 

 
 

Figure 16 - Step 2. Live Migration 

 

 
 

Figure 17 - Step 3. Live Migration 
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Cloning 
 

Container cloning consists of transferring the current state of the application to 

another host or another container instance in the same host while keeping the 

original container alive. We represent cloning graphically below.  

 

 

Figure 18 - Step 1. Cloning 

 

 
 

Figure 19 - Step 2. Cloning 

 

 
 

Figure 20 - Step 3. Cloning 
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Rollback 
 

Container rollback consists of transferring a previous well-known state of the 

application to another host or another container instance in the same host. We 

represent container rollback graphically below.  

 

 

Figure 21 - Step 1. Rollback 

 

 
 

Figure 22 - Step 2. Rollback 

 

 
 

Figure 23 - Step 3. Rollback 
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Chapter 4 

Flooid 
 

In this chapter, we use the concepts outlined in Chapter 3 to implement our 

resiliency framework, Flooid. The resiliency framework requires some initial host 

configuration. We describe the architectural decisions and assumptions that 

Flooid relies on. We point out the contributions of Flooid and mention some of its 

limitations.  

System Environment and Requirements 

The goal of this section is to showcase a proper environment for Flooid. This is 

necessary as the host operating system and the host’s hardware must be 

configured to support some basic assumptions.  

We use Docker and runC as the container engine providers. Our use of Docker is 

minimal and its mainly included for compatibility with the popular Docker 

containers. We use Docker to generate OCI (Open Container Initiative) containers 

from a Dockerfile. Dockerfiles contain instructions to build images automatically 

instead of relying on hand-made images constructed via debootsrap.   
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We use CRIU to collect information on the memory state of an application. We 

modified some of CRIU’s source code to allow bigger checkpoints to be made. We 

use RabbitMQ as the message broker.  

Regarding the operating system, we require that the minimum Linux kernel 

version is 3.11 to support checkpoint, restore, and containers. In our tests, we 

used Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS. 

We summarize the list of software requirements below: 

• Operating System: Linux system with kernel 3.11 or higher 

• Docker version: 17.06.1-ce or higher 

• runC version: 1.0.0-rc4 or higher 

• CRIU version: 3.3-73-g204c1ef or higher 

• RabbitMQ version: 3.6.14 or higher 

• OSSEC Host IDS version: 2.9.1 or higher 

• Snort Network IDS version: 2.9.11.0 or higher 

• IPTables version: 1.6.0 or higher 

We assume that each host has at least two network interfaces. One of the 

interfaces exposes the containers to the Internet in case they need to provide a 

service. The other interface is reserved for communication among hosts and its 

assumed to be secure. Flooid will send messages to other hosts via this interface. 

These two network interfaces are air-gapped by software. This is achieved 

through namespaces and firewall rules.  
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When we showcased the anatomy of a managed container we added the IDS layer. 

Although it conceptually forms part of the container, it is located in the host. We 

use one IDS per host. This is because the host is able to see the root filesystem of 

each container and the IDS is, therefore, able to analyze the integrity without 

being inside. This also diminishes the risk of fake reports caused by container 

exploitation.  

 

 

Figure 24 – Sample Environment for Flooid 

 

Flooid is located inside each host. It is meant to manage the lifecycle of your 

containers while monitoring resource consumption. Auditability is at the heart of 

Flooid since it is able to collect data for future analysis.  
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Flooid’s Architecture 

Flooid is made up of several units. Together, these units allow us to manage the 

lifecycle of an application while maintaining resiliency. The goal is to be able to 

analyze the application before deployment, enforce its security, and return it to a 

secure state in case of a compromise.  

Image Vulnerability Analysis Manager 
 

The Image Vulnerability Analysis Manager (IVAM) allows finding vulnerabilities in 

images before execution. This unit supports resiliency by increasing the 

transparency of images before execution.  

 

 

Figure 25 - Image Vulnerability Analysis Manager (IVAM) 

 

This unit relies on Docker’s image repository. It analyzes each of the images in 

there before they get exported to other hosts. The engine behind the analysis is 
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the open-source project Clair. The analysis consists of going through each of the 

layers (represented as tarballs) that resulted from the Dockerfile. The installed 

packages get cross-checked against a local vulnerability database obtained, 

periodically, from external databases. These vulnerabilities get classified by level 

of importance as:  

• High-level vulnerability 

• Medium-level vulnerability 

• Low-level vulnerability 

• Negligible-vulnerability 

• Unknown-level vulnerability 

The report generated indicates whether there are known-fixes that can be 

implemented to correct a vulnerability. The desired changes will prompt a rewrite 

of the Dockerfile in order to generate a new image without that vulnerability.  

 
Application Orchestrator 
 

The orchestrator is the main logical component that manages most aspects of the 

software system. It supports deploying configurations spanning distributed 

systems on separate physical hosts connected via a secure network.  The unit of 

deployment is an application. An application is made up of one or more containers 

that are deployed in a host.  

 

The orchestrator aggregates information regarding physical hosts, network 

configuration, images, and containers into a single application that can be started, 
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stopped, resumed, and migrated to different physical hosts. To accomplish this, 

the orchestrator manages the application lifecycle, system provisioning, 

configuration, and orchestration.  

 

Remote Node Manager 
 

The Remote Node Manager (RNM) manages the nodes (or hosts) where the 

applications execute. This unit is responsible for accepting messages from the 

orchestrator, decode these messages, coordinate actions to service the requests, 

and provide acknowledgement back to the orchestrator. The response to the 

orchestrator conveys the status of the services executed as part of the requests 

made.  

 

 
 

Figure 26 – Remote Node Manager Events 
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The RNM logs events using the following classification: 

• Informational: Verbose mode 

• Operational: Normal Operation, Messages Received, etc. 

• Critical: Deviations from expected behavior, including security alarms 

• Catastrophic: Software crash 

 

Real-Time Status and Control Manager 
 

The Real-Time Status and Control Manager (RTSCM) provides the system status to 

the resiliency framework. It considers an application as the basic unit and reports 

information on network segmentation, containers, alarms, and interconnections 

between these. It allows operators to re-configure containers, applications, and 

alarms in order to support the growing demands of applications. This unit displays 

alarms when resource consumption limits are reached or some unusual activity is 

detected by the IDS.  

 

Container Resiliency Manager 
 

The Container Resiliency Manager (CRM) enforces the run-time resiliency features 

of containers. It provides capabilities for managing resource consumption of 

containerized mission-critical applications. This unit supports resiliency to threats 

that attempt to consume value resources such as CPU time, system memory, 

network bandwidth, or a combination of these. The CRM monitors and controls 

resources used by applications in order to deny access to certain resources or to 

reconfigure policies dynamically on a running system. These capabilities provide 
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fine-grained control over allocating, prioritizing, denying, managing, and 

monitoring system resources, which are essential capabilities to fight-through 

attacks that leverage system resources. The CRM also supports resiliency to 

threats emanating from the public network interface. It reduces the network 

attack-surface by isolating containers based on networks, filtering traffic, and 

providing transparency to the container’s network activity.  

 

This unit is responsible for preventing applications from running with UID 0 by 

creating a non-root user that launches the application. It enforces the use of 

namespaces, the isolation of filesystems as defined by the operator, attempts to 

limit permissions in directories, and enforces the control groups’ policies.  
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State Collector 
 

The State Collector (SC) is the entity responsible for gathering the state of a 

container. For the purpose of migration and other resiliency strategies we define 

state as the collection of the memory used by the application, the files that it 

currently has open, special files (such as sockets, UNIX sockets, devices, etc.), and 

information regarding its environment (namespaces, control groups, capabilities, 

and mandatory access control).  

 

 

Figure 27 - State of an application 

 

At the heart of this unit is the open-source project CRIU. CRIU allows 

checkpointing a process tree at any point. This checkpoint can later be used to 
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restore the process tree from that save state. CRIU, however, does not manage 

the application’s reliance on the filesystem. For this purpose, we developed FIST 

(File System Tracker) which keeps track of directories used by a container and 

gathers this information to create a filesystem delta. The delta is an aggregation 

of directories that differ from the original container’s root filesystem. FIST allows 

us to avoid committing changes into the original root filesystem and therefore 

allows us to transmit less information than if we were to consider the entire 

modified filesystem as part of the application’s state.  

 

 

Figure 28 - Traditional method to capture filesystem state 

 

The result of our approach is a state dump, a collection of files, that has 

information on how to restore the memory state, recreate the necessary 

environment, instructions to replicate special files in other hosts, and the 

filesystem delta that must be merged to the original file system in order for a 

successful restore. In the end, no permanent changes are made to the original root 

filesystem allowing us to enjoy software rejuvenation every time a container is 

run.  

OCI Container Root FS 
(1 GB)

Runtime Environment
 (300 MB)

State Dump
(1.3 GB)

Commit
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As seen from the picture below, the special files, the filesystem delta, and the 

memory and environment information that represent the state require 

considerable less space to store than the traditional approach. Consequently, the 

state takes less time to transfer.  

 

 

Figure 29 - State Collection with FIST 
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Benefits  

Flooid provides many benefits for an operator. If analyzed in light of the major 

container vulnerabilities presented before, we can observe that it attempts to 

minimize running vulnerable containers by scanning and providing the operator 

with the option of modifying the base image.  

After deployment, Flooid allows an operator to gain insight of what is happening 

inside the container. It does so by gathering information on resource 

consumption, alerts via host and network based intrusion detection systems. This 

helps mitigate problems that arise from resource deprivation attacks.  

Flooid has a minimal security configuration for each container, this includes 

standard namespace configuration for each application. This helps mitigate, to 

some extent, container escaping, inner, and cross-container attacks. It also allows 

triggering a resiliency strategy in the case of a detected threat.  

Resiliency strategies rely on state collection to restore a container to a well-

known, secure, state. In this area, Flooid innovates by implementing a file system 

tracker that minimizes the time that would be required to commit and transfer an 

entire root filesystem to another host.  
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Limitations 

Although Flooid provides numerous benefits to the operator it currently cannot 

solve some issues. In network connectivity, Flooid cannot guarantee that UDP 

sessions are maintained. Software the relies on UDP must reconnect on its own 

after migration to another host. TCP connections, on the other hand, are 

maintained as long as they are properly exposed. Changing IP addresses is a major 

limitation that must be addressed.  

Currently an operator is needed to trigger resilient techniques. Flooid has the 

capability to capture data but it is missing a unit that helps it decide what action 

to take and which host is the most adequate to live migrate or clone to. We wish 

to automate this to eliminate the need of an operator.  

Flooid cannot analyze system calls made by the container’s processes. This 

feature, provided by seccomp, has not been included in this prototype. It would 

enhance security by creating a profile of normal application behavior.  
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Chapter 5 

Results and Analysis 
 

In this chapter, we discuss results obtained from experimenting with our platform. 

We attempt to quantify the effects on system availability derived from applying 

the resiliency strategies mentioned in previous chapters (live migration, cloning, 

and container rollback). We also compare other methodologies with our proposed 

solution in an attempt to determine if our improvements are statistically 

significant.  

Test System 

We ran Flooid by spawning virtual machines in a single host. We spawned three 

Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS virtual machines.  

We describe the specifications of the host below: 

• OS: Mac OS X 10.12.6 

• Processor: 2.6 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 

• Memory: 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 

• Storage: 256 GB SSD (SATA III) 
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Each virtual machine was previously configured with all of the required software 

packages that Flooid is dependent on.   

We describe the specifications of the virtual machines below: 

• OS: Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS 

• Processor: Dual-Core vCPU 

• Memory: 4 GB 

• Network Interface: vNIC e1000 1 Gbps 

 

The virtualization provider used in these experiments was VMWare Fusion 8.5.9. 

Traditional State Collection 

We described the traditional way of collecting state in previous chapters. 

Traditionally, we commit the filesystem changes into the original image. As a 

result, a new image gets generated.  

We then transfer the new image and the memory state to a new host and inject 

the memory state to an instance of the image. 

In our tests, we ran a game built on top of Python’s pygame. Since obtaining the 

state of the application is almost instantaneous we decided to observe transfer 

time. After all, since container overhead is negligible, the time the information is 

in transit is the system downtime that we are looking to minimize.   
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Table 1 - Transfer time using traditional state collection 

Speed 
(MB/s) 

Speed 
(Mbit/s) 

Time (s) 

66.79 534.32 19.46 

56.68 453.44 22.94 

58.22 465.76 22.33 

59.87 478.96 21.71 

62.79 502.32 20.70 

61.97 495.76 20.98 

68.24 545.92 19.05 

65.81 526.48 19.75 

63.15 505.20 20.59 

65.35 522.80 19.89 

 Average 20.74 

 

Flooid State Collection 

Using the proposed approach, we capture the state of an application by dividing 

state into memory, opened files, special files, and the runtime environment. We 

make use of the memory dump generated by CRIU and calculate a filesystem delta 

that needs to be merged to the original filesystem before booting up the 

container. The special files are recreated on the other host and the container is 

started with the environment information that was captured before.  

Once the state is collected, it is transferred to the other host and a new instance 

of the image is started with the injected state.  

In our tests, we ran a game built on top of Python’s pygame. We used the same 

game to test the traditional state collection.  
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Table 2 - Transfer time using Flooid state collection 

Speed 
(MB/s) 

Speed 
(Mbit/s) 

Time (s) 

67.63 541.04 4.48 

65.32 522.56 4.64 

66.56 532.48 4.55 

52.84 422.72 5.73 

66.81 534.48 4.54 

68.53 548.24 4.42 

65.31 522.48 4.64 

58.75 470.00 5.16 

57.31 458.48 5.29 

60.48 483.84 5.01 

 Average 4.85 

 

Comparison 

In this section, we compare the experimental performance of a traditional state 

collection method and the one used by Flooid. Live Migration of a virtual machine 

is included for reference.  

 

Figure 30 – Average transfer time comparison 
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We say that Flooid is up to four times faster than the traditional container 

methodology. This is because Flooid’s state collection does not need to transfer a 

modified version of the container’s root filesystem unlike the traditional way. 

Instead, Flooid calculates the difference in the filesystem and sends those 

differences accordingly. This greatly reduces the size of the state “bundle” that 

we need to transfer.  

In order to understand if there is statistical significant difference in these results 

we ran a two-tailed Student t-test to discard the possibility that Flooid is better 

than the traditional method by chance.  

Table 3 - Two-tailed t-test 

t-Test: Two-Sample Proposed Traditional 

Mean 4.85 20.74 

Variance 0.19 1.62 

Observations 10 10 

df 18  

t Stat -37.42  

P(T<=t) two-tail 1.594E-18  

t Critical two-tail 2.10   

 

We are able to reject the null hypothesis if 𝑡"#$# > 𝑡&'(#. In this case, the test 

corroborates that there is a significant difference between the two procedures.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 
 

Cyber-resilience, although a new term, has been studied extensively in the form 

of availability and integrity. This thesis was inspired by previous efforts that have 

focused in resilient virtual machines. We proposed the use of operating system 

level virtualization, also known as containers, to provide an application with the 

ability to fight through attacks while maintaining availability and data integrity.  

Our first step was to identify sources of vulnerability in the current generic 

container model. Based on these sources we were able to assess what additional 

security mechanisms were required to reduce the attack surface of a container 

and limit the container’s ability to inflict significant damage to the host.  

As a result, we added security layers that ended up shaping the concept of a 

managed container. We coined the term “managed containers” to represent Linux 

containers whose lifecycle, security, and resilience are managed by the host. The 

concept is not complete until we have an overseeing agent that is able to gain 

insight from the additional layers and react accordingly. The need for an 

orchestration software was born from here.  
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We then proposed an implementation of our managed containers and the 

orchestration software. The result was Flooid, a platform for managing containers 

with resiliency in mind. Flooid was designed to manage hosts and containers in 

order to provide stateful and consistent recovery in case of a cyber-attack.  

We present Flooid’s strategy to diminish threat from the most common 

vulnerabilities below: 

• New Code: Flooid analyzes images before they are deployed. This allows 

the operator to be aware of what is running and presents the option of 

correcting some issues before they reach a production environment. 

• Inner-container attacks: Attacks to the containerized software can be 

prevented by reducing the number of unpatched bugs via the Flooid’s 

image vulnerability analysis. Once a container is deployed, attacks arriving 

through the network are subject to scan by the firewall rules and the 

policies of the network intrusion detection system. Common patterns are 

detected and rules updated as a consequence. Flooid provides a default 

namespace and cgroups configuration to guarantee a minimum level of 

isolation and prevent the attacks from spreading. 

• Cross-container attacks: Flooid provides a default namespace and 

cgroups configuration to avoid attacks between containers in the same 

host. Achieving isolation through namespaces prevents containers from 

seeing others, effectively limiting the ability to attack. Resource starvation 
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is prevented by the cgroups configuration and some objects are limited in 

their use by mandatory access control policies enforced by the kernel.  

• Container escaping: Flooid cannot guarantee that a zero-day attack will 

not allow a process to escape the container. It can, however, limit the 

impact of the attack. By ensuring that UIDs in the container are mapped to 

non-privileged users in the host, Flooid prevents host takeover. Flooid 

allows dropping capabilities to prevent an application from enjoying 

powers it does not need to carry out the intended mission. Flooid also 

allows setting mandatory access control rules to limit the attack surface.  

• Resource consumption: Flooid prevents unsustainable consumption of 

system resources by enforcing cgroups policies. It also allows using 

mandatory access control in order to limit access to special devices.  

From our tests, we conclude that Flooid is able to perform stateful recovery with 

minimal overhead. The recovery strategy takes the form of live migration, cloning, 

or container rollback. The major source of overhead was the transmission time 

which is dependent on the bandwidth of the network interface and the speed of 

the destination’s disk. We were able to compare our approach’s performance with 

the traditional procedure to capture state. We found that our approach is up to 

four times faster due to less information being transmitted.  

In future work, we hope to introduce some level of automation instead of relying 

on the operator to trigger actions. This should be achieved by analyzing the data 

and determining what the best course of action is for a compromised container. 
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Most actions will result in moving the container from one host to another while 

maintaining its state and integrity. We need to be able to quantify how suitable a 

host is for the application before we perform the move. This will improve an 

application’s resiliency by setting up an adequate environment for the container.  

We also need to introduce the ability to profile an application to detect when an 

application is operating outside of its normal behavior. This should be achieved 

with system call interception through Linux’s secure computing mode (seccomp).  

When it comes to the image vulnerability scan, Flooid should be improved to 

recognize packages installed without a package manager. This will allow us to 

identify potentially troublesome binaries with unnecessary privileges.  

In short, we would like to increase the amount of information we are able to 

monitor from a managed container to increase our insight of what is happening 

inside and how to proactively manage threats.  
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